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1  ������ ������������ 1  

����� 
In Short 

Overview about the assignments of the Muslim Umma, the keeper and bearer of the message of 

God: Building of an Islamic Society – preservation and defence of Islam and the Muslims – 

propagation of the message – propagation of justice and fight against suppression 

 

 

 

Allah the almighty intervenes in two different manners in this world: On the one hand, directly - 

e.g., by earthquake, storms etc. - and on the other hand indirectly - by the Muslim community. That 

is the fact that Allah realises his plan partly by the Muslim community.  

An analysis of the history, we can roughly divide the duties of the Muslim Umma in the following 

categories: 

 
Development of civilization and in particular building an Islamic society, i.e. a society that is 

governed by the law of God. 

Spreading the message of Islam 

Defense of Islam and the state of Islam from attack 

These phases can run partly timewise and locally in parallel. 
In addition, the Umma has the assignment to spread justice in the world and to proceed against 

suppression.  

 

1.1 Building an Islamic society 

 

• Building an Islamic society means: 

Building a society in which God's law is implemented. In such a company can live of course also the 

non-Muslims who do not implement the law of God for themselves in the private and religious area. 

Such a peaceful coexistence between people who implement the law of God in all areas and 

those who do not privately, but stick to agreements is covered by a contract in an Islamic 

state. Also, a federal entity is possible to implement with the Muslims under the Shari'a and the 

group of non-muslims has its own laws, the coexistence is regulated by contract. Such a federal 

structure was the first Islamic state in Medina to the Prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.). 

Establishment of a society which is a moral high culture which prevails in freedom, justice and 

compassion between people. 

                                                      
1  � Samir Mourad, “Islamische Geschichte – Eine analytische Einführung” (Islamic History – an analytical 

, .V.published by DIdI e, .16. Kap, )introductionde.info-didi.www .  

�!�� : 	
#$ ... �Silvia Latifa Tertag  
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With it such a society is viable and independent, in such a company necessarily research and science are 

promoted considering by humanitarianism and environmental friendliness. 

In the history such a building took place at the lifetime of many prophets and especially at the time 

of the prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.). When after the prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.) the Umma has 

deviated again from the full conversion of Islam, such a building happened in the form of reforms – 

as for example at the moment from Umar ibn Abdulaziz (r). which should lead the company again 

back to the originally full conversion of Islam. 

Nowadays, i.e. since the decay of the caliphate approx. in 1923 A.D. happens a new rebuild which 

is forced by Islamic movements and scholars. 

1.1.1 Propagation of the message 

The propagation of the message of Islam means that the people will align the message of the Koran 

and the Sunna. If, e.g., despots position themselves between the Muslims and the people, so that the 

Muslims cannot align the message, such obstacles must be removed by the Muslims. This often 

happened in the history when the Muslims led a jihad to produce religious freedom and to give the 

possibility to the people, to hear the word of Islam. Whether the people decide for or against the 

acceptance of Islam, after they have heard it, is only their case and the Muslims do not interfere 

with this decision-making. 

1.1.2 Defence of Islam 

1.1.2.1 Preservation of the message of Islam at theological level: before divergence and 

innovation (arab. bid'a) 

The message of the prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.) is the last message of God. Because up to the Day of 

Judgement no new divine law will come, it is absolutely necessary that the message with which 

Muhammad (s.a.s.) was sent remains preserved in the original form, so that the people have at 

disposal the guidance of God in genuine form up to the Day of Judgement. Though God has 

promised, e.g. to preserve the Koran: “We have, without doubt, sent down the Message; and We 

will assuredly guard it (from corruption).” [15:9] 

However, he uses the Muslim Umma for this assignment. Thus these were, e.g., many scholars who 

provided for the fact that the Koran genuinely today is available in the original form in writing to 

the people. 2  

It was also a large number of scholars who secure the traditions of the Prophet (s.a.s.) of uncertain 

traditions or invented - to the Prophet (s.a.s.) were placed in the mouth - parted, and so ensured the 

preservation of the Sunna. 3 

                                                      
2 See e.g. Ahmad von Denffer, “Ulum al-Qur'an – Einführung in die Koranwissenschaften”, publishing 

company: DIdI 
3 See e.g. Ferid Heider, " Einführung in die Hadithwissenschaften ", publishing company: DIdI, in 2007, 

download-cash from www.didi-info.de 
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Similarly, a number of scholars employed at any time to provide answers to current challenges 

facing the people insecure in their religion.  

Examples for this are the challenge of the Greek philosophy when it was transferred about 2 

centuries after the prophet (s.a.s.) into the Arabian and many Muslim scholars were influenced in 

their 'Aqida of it, to scholars like Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali (Allah may be merciful with him) came 

and clearly indicated that the human mind is limited and cannot speculate about transcendent 

contents and therefore philosophy which is based purely on the human mind, no way is to find the 

truth. 4 The scholars must often endure big difficulties and sometimes torture – as for example 

Ahmad ibn Hanbal (Allah may be contented with him) - to preserve the message of Islam from 

divergence. In some cases the scholars and those who invite to God are also killed. However, the 

message of Islam is thereby preserved even more, because people then take the relevant scholars, 

Allah has given the martyrdom (arab. schahada) because of his steadfastness even more as an 

example.  

More recently, the statement was circulated among the people, that Islam and progress can not 

tolerate each other. The result was that many people in the Muslim countries turned away from 

Islam and followed a materialist life-style, in the private one as well as in the state area. Many 

scholars reacted to it and indicated that Islam not contradicts with modern science, but this is even 

a proof of his truth. 5 

1.1.2.2 Defence of the country of Islam against a material enemy 

The real assignment of the Umma is to carry the invitation for Islam in the world. Besides, as 

mentioned, a jihad was led often first to the production of the freedom of worship – this is a jihad 

with which the Muslims take the initiative. It is called in the Arabian with Dschihad at- talab. 

Nevertheless, often the Umma is under attack from the outside and must lead a defensive jihad 

(arab. dschihad difa'i).6 This war is forced upon the Muslims and is not intended by them. It deflects 

them rather from her real assignment – the Dawa. 

 

The reasons for it, why the Muslim people accept a lot of hardness in the jihad in the defence of the 

Muslim country 

 

From the basics of Muslim jurisprudence (arab. Usul al-Fiqh) or from the branch of science that deals 

with the objectives of Sharia (arab. Maqasid asch-Scharia), it is known that Islamic law, sharia come 

to: 

 

1. preserve and protect the religion (arab. Din), 

2. preserve the mind of the person (therefore, for example, wine and drugs are forbidden in Islam), 

3. protect the incorrigible honesty of life, 

4. guarantee the preservation of the honour and the descent (that's why among other things sexual 

offence is forbidden) and 

                                                      
4 See Al Ghazali, “Der Erretter aus dem Irrtum”  (translated from the Arabian) 

5 See the e.g. German-speaking DVD “Koran and science” from Abdulmajid Azzindani, publishing company: 

DIdI 
6 See in detail [Maulawi] moreover and [Mourad1], Kap.2 „Verteidigung im Islam“ 
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5. to guarantee the inviolability of property. 

This is also in that order of importance to see. Thus, the preservation of religion is the most 

important thing, because it has the actual impact on the eternal life hereafter, and the basis of 

the design of the Muslims in general. 

If this is respected to understand why the Muslims also take an ongoing war of several generations 

into account, where a large part of the people, including women and children are killed, abused 

and mistreated. Besides, the rape of the Muslim women ordinarily weighs heavier for a Moslem 

than the murder of his child or that he himself is killed. This everything is accepted by the Muslims 

and they do not surrender – also not against a superpower, as for example the Tschetschenian 

which defend their country against the Russian state since centuries and neither women nor 

children are saved by the Russian soldiers. For what is the alternative? The alternative would be 

that a power hostilely reflected to Islam controls the country, there is no more freedom of worship 

and the Muslim people are forced on Briefly or Long to the Kufr (i.e. unbelief) how it was the case 

in Spain, in East Europe and the Muslim areas in the south of the former Soviet Union. In the 

former Soviet republics it was not so bad from certain circumstances completely, so that many 

Muslims could preserve their religion in spite of 70 years of repression. But even with apparently 

not repressively appearing neocolonialism to pursuing powers like nowadays the USA one sees, 

e.g., in the fact that the curricula should be changed in the Arabian countries under pressure of the 

USA that the Muslims must seriously fear around the exercise of their religion and with it around 

their welfare in the afterlife, if they leave the jihad and control a foreign non-Muslim power the 

country.  

Thus we see that the leadership of a jihad to defend the Muslim country in the first place is not the 

defense of earthly interests, but the defense of religious freedom. 

 

1.1.3 Propagation of justice and fight against suppression 

 

The Muslim as an individual and the Muslim world community as a whole are a well-being for 

humans - but this is independent of the beliefs of others. 

 

The Messenger of Allah said: 

��� ����� �� !"# ���$� 

"... The best man is the one that is most useful for mankind." 7 

 

One of the reasons for the military defense case in Islam is the presentation of suppression: 

The Muslim Ummah has a duty to defend oppressed, weak man - whatever their religion is. 

Maulawi says: „The Moslem has to fight not only the duty to defend himself and his country, but 

he is also obliged in the defence of every other person - all the same what person is this - to fight: 

                                                      
7 This reported Tabarani in the "Mu'dscham al- ausat". Albani says that this is a healthier (sahih) Hadith. The 

cited one on top is only one share of the Hadithes. The whole Hadith is: » �'( )�*+ )�'+� , �� -.  /�0 � )�*+ , �� )�'+ , 
-.� 1
2� 34567� 1
2��«  
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 Allah has said: “How is it that you do not fight in the way of Allah and in support of the helpless - 

men, women and children -who pray: 'Our Lord, bring us out of this land whose people are 

oppressors and appoint for us from Yourself, a protector, and appoint for us from Yourself a 

helper'?" [4:75]...“8 

 

There are e.g. documents which prove that a reason for the invasion of the Muslims in Andalusia 

was that the Jews there have called for help because they were suppressed.9  

One of the reasons for the invasion of the prophet's companions to the Byzantine areas in Asch- 

Sham was also the suppression: 

 

Sir Thomas Arnold cited in his book "The Preaching of Islam", the words of the Jacobite Patriarch of 

Antioch10, the Great Michael, after he recounted the persecution that had committed the Byzantine 

Emperor Heraclius: "... God is the avenging, and we ascribe to Him alone the power and the rule; 

He leads the state of the people in such a way as He wants it, and He gives the power to whom He 

wants and He raises the low. When God saw how the bad Byzantines made use of their power, and 

robbed our churches in their whole empire, seized of our hermitages, and pursued us mercilessly 

and without compassion, He sent the sons Ismaels from the south to release us by them from the 

power of the Byzantines... ".11 

Allah has said: “You are now the best people brought forth for (the guidance and reform of) 

mankind.88 You enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong and believe in Allah.” [3:110]  

The second caliph Umar (r). has said to this statement of Allah: "The fact that the Muslims are the 

best community in the world, is attached to these conditions which are mentioned in the Koran 

verse." 

I.e. they are only the best community if they also order really the property and forbid the bad. 

1.1.3  leaders and scholarsStrategical action of the Muslim 

The scholars and the Muslim leaders have proceeded strategically to master the in each case current 

major tasks of the Umma in the history. E.g. the Muslim Umma was very divided at the time of the 

Crusades. And so the fall of Jerusalem was only a natural consequence. In order to liberate 

Palestine and Jerusalem, Imaduddin Zengi had to work first once – among other things militarily - 

on uniting the Muslim areas in Asch-Scham (today's Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine) and Iraq 

politically. After he (Allah may be mercifully to him) was killed, his son, the fair ruler Nureddin 

Mahmud (Allah may be mercifully to him) led this assignment, before then his successor 

Salahuddin (Allah may be mercifully to him) combined Asch-Scham and Egypt and took Jerusalem 

without bloodshed, after the determining battle had taken place with Hittin. Nureddin Mahmud 

had also worked strongly on a social improvement and the justice in the Muslim area. At the same 

                                                      
8 From [Maulawi] 

9 Personal discussion with the Muslim historian Prof. Dr. Yassin Ghadban. I have not seen myself these 

documents. 
10 arab. Antakya; lies in today's Turkey 

11 Thomas Arnold: The Preaching of Islam, from: [Mourad1] 
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time, there was an Islamic movement that Imam al-Ghazali (may Allah be pleased with him) had 

set up, and gave birth to the politicians and military leaders such as Nureddin and Salahuddin. 

It is to be observed that always where the Umma made headway it was in such a way that the 

Muslim leaders proceeded strategically. This allowed them a great historic task that had to be dealt 

with by several generations, cope by a generation since up where the previous left off. 

1.2 development ,  Dawa in the west–Today’s major tasks of the Umma 
12stand nation building in the ea 

Nowadays there also are among other things 2 big major tasks for the Muslim Umma: 

 
Spreading the message of Islam with the beautiful word using various media, because in modern 

times by various media most of the people are reachable and there are not many insurmountable 

limits as in the past, than it was for example the Muslim territory in Europe (Spain and later the 

Balkans) and the non-Muslim part of Europe where most people had no opportunity to learn 

something about Islam and where there was no religious freedom. 

 

The Muslims in the Muslim world have as an assignment to establish again a fair Islamic rule on 

Muslim ground whose laws are aimed according to Koran and Sunna. Of course, the rights of other 

faiths are respected. More specifically been addressed in the previous chapter. 

1.2.1 The pillars of the strength of the Umma 

Basis of the strength: 

 

What are the three pillars of the strength of the Muslims? The correct order. 

1. Iman 

2. Brotherliness / Unit 

3. Number and matielle means 

 

Is the unit or the number of the Muslims more determining? The answer is: The unit is more 

determining. 

The prophet (Peace be upon him) has said: „12000 men with the heart of one single man will have 

not hit on account of that because they are not enough (or because them not enough material 

strength).“ 

                                                      
12 Mostly from Samir Mourad „Islamische Geschichte“, Abschn. 6.4, Translated from German to English by 

Silvia Latifa Tertag 
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1.2.2 The affair of the nationalism 

To be able to master this 2nd major task, the nationalism must be removed, e.g., also, with it the 

Muslims to themselves again to some. The prophet (Peace be upon him) has said about the 

nationalism: "Leave it. It is stinking".13 

                                                      
13 Dies berichtete Buchari (4905): 
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"Kingdom of 

Syria" in 

1918  

From www.wikipedia.com    
With the defeat of Ottomans in Syria, British troops under Marshal Edmund Henry Allenby entered 

Damascus in 1918 accompanied by troops of the Arab Revolt led by Faisal, son of Sharif 

Hussein of Mecca. 

Faisal established the first Arab government in Damascus in October 1918, and named Ali Rida 

Pasha ar-Rikabi a military governor. 

The new Arab administration formed local governments in the major Syrian cities, and the Pan-

Arab flag was raised all over Syria. The Arabs hoped, with faith in earlier British promises, that the 

new Arab state would include all the Arab lands stretching from Aleppo in northern Syria 

to Aden in southern Yemen. 

However, General Allenby, and in accordance with the secret Sykes-Picot 

Agreement between Britain and France, assigned to the Arab administration only the interior 

regions of Syria (the eastern zone). Palestine (the southern zone) was reserved for the British, and 

on October 8, French troops disembarked in Beirut and occupied all the Lebanese coastal region 

until Naqoura (the western zone) replacing British troops there. The French immediately dissolved 

the local Arab governments in the region. 
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The French demanded full implementation of the Sykes–Picot Agreement and the placement of 

Syria under their influence. On November 26, 1919, the British withdrew from Damascus to avoid 

confrontation with the French, leaving the Arab government face to face with the French. 

Faisal had voyaged several times in Europe, beginning in November 1918, trying to convince Paris 

and London to change their positions, but without success. Signifying the determination of France 

on its intervention in Syria was the naming of General Henri Gouraudas a high commissioner in 

Syria-Cilicia. 

At the Paris Peace Conference, Faisal found himself in an even weaker position when the European 

powers decided to ignore the Arab demands. 
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Fig: Palestine and Transjordan (the British mandate over Palestine) 
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Newer History of Jordan after separation from Ottoman empireNewer History of Jordan after separation from Ottoman empireNewer History of Jordan after separation from Ottoman empireNewer History of Jordan after separation from Ottoman empire15151515    

With the break-up of the Ottoman Empire at the end of World War I, the League of Nations and the 

occupying powers chose to redraw the borders of the Eastern Mediterranean. The ensuing decisions, most 

notably the Sykes–Picot Agreement, gave birth to the French Mandate of Syria and British Mandate of 

Palestine. In September 1922, Transjordan was formally created from within the latter, after the League of 

Nations approved the British Transjordan memorandum which stated that the Mandate territories east of 

the River Jordan would be excluded from all the provisions dealing with Jewish settlement.[41] 

                                                      
15 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordan#After_the_Ottoman_Empire 
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The country was under British supervision until after World War II. In 1946, the British requested that 

theUnited Nations approve an end to British Mandate rule in Transjordan. Following the British request, the 

Transjordanian Parliament proclaimed King Abdullah as the first ruler of the Hashemite Kingdom of 

Transjordan. Abdullah I continued to rule until a Palestinian Arab assassinated him in 1951 as he was 

departing from the al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. 

During the 1948 Arab-Israeli war, Jordan occupied the area of Cisjordan (Judaea/Samaria) now known 

as West Bank, which it continued to control in accordance with the 1949 Armistice Agreements and a political 

union formed in December 1948. The Second Arab-Palestinian Conference held in Jericho on December 1, 

1948, proclaimed Abdullah King of Palestine and called for a union of Arab Palestine with the Hashemite 

Kingdom of Transjordan.[42] The Transjordanian Government agreed to the unification on December 7, 1948, 

and on December 13 the Transjordanian parliament approved the creation of the Hashemite Kingdom of 

Jordan. The step of unification was ratified by a joint Jordanian National Assembly on April 24, 1950. The 

Assembly was composed of 20 representatives each from the East and West Bank. The Act of Union 

contained a protective clause which persevered Arab rights in Palestine without prejudice to any final 

settlement.[43][44] 

Many legal scholars say the declaration of the Arab League and the Act of Union implied that Jordan's claim 

of sovereignty over the West Bank was provisional, because it had always been subject to the emergence of 

the Palestinian state.[45][46] A political union was legally established by the series of proclamations, decrees, 

and parliamentary acts in December 1948. Abdullah thereupon took the title King of Jordan, and he officially 

changed the country's name to the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in April 1949. The 1950 Act of Union 

confirmed and ratified King Abdullah's actions. Following the annexation of the West Bank, only the UK 

formally recognized the union.[47] Thomas Kuttner notes that de facto recognition was granted to the regime, 

most clearly evidenced by the maintaining of consulates in East Jerusalem by several countries, including the 

United States.[48] Joseph Weiler agreed, and said that other states had engaged in activities, statements, and 

resolutions that would be inconsistent with non-recognition.[49] Joseph Massad said that the members of the 

Arab League granted de facto recognition and that the United States had formally recognized the annexation, 

except for Jerusalem.[50][51] 

 

 
Amman became Jordan's capital in 1921 

 

The United States extended de jure recognition to the Government of Transjordan and the Government of 

Israel on the same day, January 31, 1949.[52] President Truman told King Abdullah that the policy of the 

United States Government as regards a final territorial settlement in Palestine had been stated in the General 

Assembly on Nov 30, 1948 by the American representative. The US supported Israeli claims to the boundaries 

set forth in the UN General Assembly resolution of November 29, 1947, but believed that if Israel sought to 

retain additional territory in Palestine allotted to the Arabs, it should give the Arabs territorial 

compensation.[53] 

Clea Bunch said that "President Truman crafted a balanced policy between Israel and its moderate Hashemite 

neighbours when he simultaneously extended formal recognition to the newly created state of Israel and the 

Kingdom of Transjordan. These two nations were inevitably linked in the President's mind as twin emergent 

states: one serving the needs of the refugee Jew, the other absorbing recently displaced Palestinian Arabs. In 

addition, Truman was aware of the private agreements that existed between Jewish Agency leaders and King 

Abdullah I of Jordan. Thus, it made perfect sense to Truman to favour both states with de jure recognition."[54] 

In 1978 the U.S. State Department published a memorandum of conversation held on June 5, 1950 between 

Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell of the Office of African and Near Eastern Affairs and Abdel Monem Rifai, a 
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Counselor of the Jordan Legation: Mr. Rifai asked when the United States was going to recognize the union of 

Arab Palestine and Jordan. Mr. Rockwell explained the Department's position, stating that it was not the 

custom of the United States to issue formal statements of recognition every time a foreign country changed its 

territorial area. The union of Arab Palestine and Jordan had been brought about as a result of the will of the 

people and the US accepted the fact that Jordanian sovereignty had been extended to the new area. Mr. Rifai 

said he had not realized this and that he was very pleased to learn that the US did in fact recognize the 

union.[55] 

With the developing Arab Cold War, Jordan and Iraq united in 1958 to form the Arab Federation of Iraq and 

Jordan under the Hashemite crowns in Amman andBaghdad. A coup later that year would end the union 

with the execution of the Hashemite crown in Baghdad. The United Arab States consisting of Egypt, Syria, 

and Yemen quickly moved to antagonize Jordan's young King Hussein with Soviet support. King 

Hussein asked for British and American assistance. The RAFand the USAF were sent to patrol Jordanian 

airspace and British troops were deployed in Amman. 

In 1965, there was an exchange of land between Saudi Arabia and Jordan.[56] Jordan gave up a large area of 

inland desert in return for a small piece of sea-shore near Aqaba. 

Jordan signed a military pact with Egypt in May 1967, and following an Israeli air attack on Egypt in June 

1967, Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Iraq continued the Six Day War against Israel. During the war, Israel captured 

the West Bank and East Jerusalem. In 1988, Jordan renounced all claims to the territory now occupied by 

Israel but its 1994 treaty with Israel allowed for a continuing Jordanian role in Muslim and Christian holy 

places in Jerusalem. The severance of administrative ties with the West Bank halted the Jordanian 

government's paying of civil servants and public sector employees' salaries in the West Bank. 

The period following the 1967 war saw an upsurge in the activity and numbers of Arab Palestinian 

paramilitary elements (fedayeen) within the state of Jordan. These distinct, armed militias were becoming a 

"state within a state", threatening Jordan's rule of law. King Hussein's armed forces targeted the fedayeen, and 

open fighting erupted in June 1970. The battle in which Palestinian fighters from various Palestine Liberation 

Organization (PLO) groups were expelled from Jordan is commonly known as Black September. 

The heaviest fighting occurred in northern Jordan and Amman. In the ensuing heavy fighting, a Syrian tank 

force invaded northern Jordan to back the fedayeenfighters, but subsequently retreated. King Hussein urgently 

asked the United States and Great Britain to intervene against Syria. Consequently, Israel performed mock air 

strikes on the Syrian column at the Americans' request. Soon after, Syrian President Nureddin al-Atassi, 

ordered a hasty retreat from Jordanian soil.[57][58] By September 22, Arab foreign ministers meeting in Cairo 

arranged a cease-fire beginning the following day. However, sporadic violence continued until Jordanian 

forces, led by Habis Al-Majali, with the help of Iraqi forces,[59] won a decisive victory over the fedayeen on July 

1971, expelling them, and ultimately the PLO's Yasser Arafat, from Jordan. 

In 1973, allied Arab League forces attacked Israel in the Yom Kippur War, and fighting occurred along the 

1967 Jordan River cease-fire line. Jordan sent a brigade to Syria to attack Israeli units on Syrian territory but 

did not engage Israeli forces from Jordanian territory. 

At the Rabat summit conference in 1974, Jordan was now in a more secure position to agree, along with the 

rest of the Arab League, that the PLO was the "sole legitimate representative of the [Arab] Palestinian 

people", thereby relinquishing to that organization its role as representative of the West Bank. 

The Amman Agreement of February 11, 1985, declared that the PLO and Jordan would pursue a proposed 

confederation between the state of Jordan and a Palestinian state.[60] In 1988, King Hussein dissolved the 

Jordanian parliament and renounced Jordanian claims to the West Bank. The PLO assumed responsibility as 

the Provisional Government of Palestine and an independent state was declared.[61] 

Although Jordan did not directly participate in the Gulf War of 1990–91, following Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, 

King Hussein was accused of supporting Saddam Hussein when he attempted to persuade Saddam Hussein 

to withdraw from Kuwait. As a result of the alleged support, the United States and Arab countries cut off 

monetary aid to Jordan, and 700,000 Jordanians who had been working in Arab countries were forced to 

return to Jordan. In addition, millions of Iraqi refugees fled to Jordan placing a strain on the country's social 

services. 
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3.2 '�7(>�� 

  الفرق بين فقه العبادات و فقه المعام�ت

bei den : Es gibt einen grundsätzlichen Unterschied zwischen diesen beiden Bereichen

was durch Allah und Seinen , ist nur erlaubt. Fasten usw, lichen Handlungen wie Gebetgottesdienst

die als , in der Religion) bid’a. arab(Alles andere gilt als Neuerung . Gesandten festgelegt wurde

.Irreleitung zu betrachten ist 
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 und - wozu auch das Handels–ungen anbetrifft Was jedoch die zwischenmenschlichen Bezieh

es sei denn es gibt ein Verbot ,  ist zunächst einmal alles Mögliche erlaubt–Arbeitsrecht gehören 

bei den mit dem Fortschritt der Zeit immer . B.dass z, also. h.D. von Allah und Seinem Gesandten

dass die ,  und Wirtschaftsarten immer darauf geachtet werden muss- Handelsneu auftretenden

Zinsverbot und Verbot von . B. wie z–Rahmenbedingungen und Einschränkungen der Scharia 

Ansonsten steht es aber vom Islam aus gesehen den .  eingehalten werden–Ungerechtigkeit 

.ihr Wirtschaftsleben neuartig zu organisieren, en freiMensch 
that means everything new is , In general economics are a part of „mu’amalat“ in the Islamic Law

.but it must satisfy the Islamic complaints, allowed 

3.2.1 �)����� Q��� `� %X!� ��� �� ���X`�16 

reich kann man in folgenden eDas Ziel der islamischen Bestimmungen im wirtschaftlichen B

:Punkten festhalten 
1.  auf unangetastete die, Durch die Einrichtung der Zakat. Förderung des Güteraustausches

dass man sein Geld arbeiten lässt und , wird gefördert, aufgesparte Güter einmal im Jahr anfällt

so zum Zinssystem wird man nicht für das lIm Gegensatz a. es nicht aus dem Verkehr zieht

, „Die Zins verschlingen. arbeitetdass man mit dem Geld , sondern dafür, Sparen belohnt

, Dies. den Satan mit Wahnsinn geschlagen hat, als einer aufsteht, stehen nicht anders auf

während Allah doch Handel erlaubt und , "Handel ist gleich Zinsnehmen: "weil sie sagen 

]:2752[“.Zinsnehmen untersagt hat 

2. Diese Pflicht zum Erwerb . dürftig isteso dass man selbst unb, Förderung von eigener Arbeit

Traget denn so viel vom ...„: unterhaltes steht vor freiwilligem Gottesdienstsdes eigenen Leben

, die krank sind, ss einige unter euch sein werdenda, Er weiß. leicht fällt) euch(wie , Koran vor

und wieder , nach Allahs Gnadenfülle strebend, die im Lande umher reisen, und andere

und , leicht fällt) euch(was , So traget von ihm das vor. die für Allahs Sache kämpfen, andere

]73:20[“...let die Zakatverrichtet das Gebet und zah 

6��� U��: ? S�T ? 9R�� 9
� :«F¬� c�®y5̄ 
� J̄�̄5̄ °J¢=±�� ² ³� ³U¬>²#�̄17  
6��� U��: ? S�T ? 9R�� 9
� :«F5̄ �¢�� ±@¬>±2� ³U²��̄: 	
�̄±#� F̄
�̄ 
�̄ °J°�®*+ 
«�¬� ² ³� ¬J/: ³j³�+18 

3. zehrt euren , „O die ihr glaubt: Bewahrung der Unantastbarkeit des individuellen Besitzes

) verdient(dass ihr im Handel , es sei denn, Besitz nicht untereinander auf durch Falsches

]:294[“.mit gegenseitigem Einverständnis 

4. Die Klarheit und . Klarheit und keine Ungerechtigkeit beim Austausch von Wirtschaftsgütern

. um Streit zwischen den Handelspartnern zu vermeiden, wegen gefordertsEindeutigkeit ist de

                                                      
16 Größtenteils aus [Mourad, Toumi], Abschn. 2.5.3 
17 Ein sahih-Hadith, den Abu Dawud (3528, 3529), Timidhi, Nasa'i, Ibn Madscha u.a. berichteten. Der 

hiesige Wortlaut ist der von Nasa'i. 
18 Dies berichteten Buchari (2073) u.a. 
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Zufallsverkauf“ - den „Kieselsteinverbot.) s.a.s(Der Gesandte Allahs „: berichtete.) r(Abu Huraira 

Dies berichtete Muslim“ .und den unklaren Verkauf 

:19Worterläuterungen 
die der Islam , 20dschahilijja eine Verkaufsart der –) hasat-al' bai. arab(Zufallsverkauf“ -„Kieselstein

:was dies genau ist,  Gelehrtenfolgende Meinungen unter den. a.Es gibt u. verbot 
1 Wenn der Verkäufer sagt: „Wirf mit diesem Stein. Auf welches Kleidungsstück er fällt, das 

gehört dir für einen Dirham21“ (d.h. fester Preis + zufällige Ware) 

2 Wenn jemand einem anderen soviel von seinem Landstück verkauft, wie weit der Stein fällt, 

den man geworfen hat (d.h. zufälliger Warenumfang) 

. da Preis und Ware bzw, des Betrugs. All diese Arten beinhalten eine Art der Täuschung bzw
22.kannt sindeWarenumfang nicht b 

ein Betrug .  dem eine Täuschung bzwmit, kaufr ein Ve– )gharar-al' bai. arab (unklaren Verkauf

Der unsichere Verkauf bedeutet. verbunden ist 
3 entweder, dass eine unsichere Warenübergabe da ist, wie z.B. wenn jemand ein Pferd verkauft, 

welches geflohen ist; 

4 oder wenn der Umfang der Verkaufsware unbekannt ist (wie beim oben erläuterten 

„Kieselstein-Verkauf“) 

:23die aus dem Hadith abzuleiten sind, Erläuterungen und Bestimmungen 
5 Der Hadith beinhaltet, dass folgende Eigenschaften beim Handel untersagt sind: 

6 Unsicherheit der Verkaufsware zum Zeitpunkt des Verkaufs 

7 Unsichere Warenübergabe24 

8 unklaren Verkauf (arab. bai' al-gharar) zu praktizieren bedeutet, das Geld und Habgut der 

Menschen durch Falsches zu verzehren, wie Allah sagt: „Und verzehrt nicht untereinander 

eurer Habgut durch Falsches“[2:188]. Ibn Hadschar al-'Asqalani berichtet in „Fath al-Bari“, 

dass Imam An-Nawawi gesagt hat: „Das Verbot des unklaren Verkaufs (arab. bai' al-gharar) ist 

eines der Grundsätze des Handelsrechts. Darunter fallen viele Spezialfälle.“ 

5. , schen Gemeinschaft als Ganzesiftlicher Unabhängigkeit der muslimStreben nach wirtscha

damit die muslimische Gemeinschaft als Ganzes nicht unter wirtschaftlichen Druck gesetzt 

.werden kann 

 

                                                      
19 Subul as-Salam, Band III, S. 20, Hadith Nr. 750 und Skript 	
I$� �+�
$ ("Ahadith al-Ahkam") von Dr. 

Ahmad Jaballah, S.76 f. Aus: Samir Mourad, „Hadithe der rechtlichen Bestimmungen“, Verlag: DIdI, 2006 
20 vorislamisches Zeitalter der Unwissenheit 
21 Geldstück in der damaligen Währung. 
22 D.h. „man kauft die Katze im Sack“. 
23 Subul as-Salam, Band III, S. 20, Hadith Nr. 750 und Skript 	
I$� �+�
$ ("Ahadith al-Ahkam") von Dr. 

Ahmad Jaballah, S.76 f. 
24  Manchmal ist eine gewisse Unsicherheit beim Handel erlaubt, wobei der Handel trotzdem gültig ist – 

nämlich dann, wenn eine Notwendigkeit dazu besteht. Z.B.: wenn man ein Haus kauft und das genaue 

Baumaterial unbekannt ist. 
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mit denen , dass das Anbieten der eigenen Arbeitskraft auch zu den Gütern gehört, Zu erwähnen ist

halt ndie den Austausch von materiellen Gütern zum I, genauso wie Verträge. h.D. man wirtschaftet

muss auch ein Arbeitsverhältnis klar , klar und frei von Ungerechtigkeit sein müssen, haben

.keit seingdefiniert und frei von Ungerechti 
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g additional without Sanani explains that to get anythin-As. means interest" ibar" The Arabic word

) Ijma(s scholars also agreed 'The Muslim. Interest is used for any illegal trade. work is called riba

.there are differences of opinions among the scholars, However. that interest is forbidden in general 
There are two types of . Muslim areas where interest is allowed-nThere are different rules in no

.both are forbidden in Islam, interest 
Normally the amount of loan . It means anybody pays more due to late payment: Interest for delay

).nterestwith i(is less than the amount which has to be returned  
 kg 1if anybody gets back , This kind of interest means: )al Fadl-Riba(payment -sided multi-One

.     kg gold ornaments1.5pure gold by selling  
Otherwise such . The general rule is that in commercial transactions are equivalent is to be replaced

gold , such as the raw materials, Transaction for all types of goods. ansactions are not in justicetr

That means the price and mass should be same . should always be same) which has standard value(

. by selling and buying 
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.oples by doing gamblingIt creates hate as well as laziness among the pe 
 .ähnlich wie Drogen, Zudem macht Glücksspiel abhängig 

3.3 Technological Growth 

Concept for an independent state in the technological and economical area. 

3.3.1 Fundamentals of Technology Policy 

Figure 1 shows the 3 columns of the technological-economical system of a country: Education, 

Industry and Research. The factors of influence and fields in the technological-political domain like 

economic, law, order, social factors, and so on are illustrated in figure 2. The importance of key 

technologies and key economical branches for the technological and political independence of a 

country is made clear in figure 3. 

An analysis of the current situation in the developing countries raises up the following questions: 

What is missing? What should be tackled first? 

Some current activities in the field of the developing aid by the rich countries are sincere 

development aid, mostly organized from nongovernmental organizations. Often a continuation of 

the colonial exploitation policy (mainly from the side of the USA less from the side of some 

organized countries) or an intension to intensify their influence like for example missionary schools 

or scholarships from church organizations. 

The results from congresses held by intellectuals and scientists whose origins are from the 

developing countries are unequivocal in the meaning that not everything that comes from the west 

is good. The unlimited belief in the never ending progress of the west has been broken, even in the 

west, since the Cuba crisis (Beginning of the 60ies). 

The first Step what should be tackled first is to build up an organization of scientists and 

businessmen who have personal contact to the developing countries like scientists and trade 

organizations. This organization should start locally so that there are no huge travel expenses. 

Furthermore it is necessary to build up Research Centers and Technology parks for start up 

companies. 
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Fig. 1: The 3 columns of the technological-economical system of an economical and technological 

independent country 
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Fig. 2: Factors which influence the economical and technological output of a country  

 

 

a. Food supply 

b. Hydrology/water supply 

c. Comunication technology (Informatics, Electrical engineering,..) 

d. Energy supply/electricity supply (lighting) 

e. Medical supply (Biology, Chemistry, Medicine, Pharmacy, Informatics, 

Electrical engineering, mechanical engineering) 

f. Traffic and Transport system 

g. Civil engineering 

 

Fig. 3: Key technologies (civil) 
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3.3.2 �)$5�!�� IHR 

From figure 2 we see that for effectiveness the most important is the social environment of the 

people and then the political situation. So we can identify the following order of important factors: 

social environment – to be improved through tarbiya/education 

political system / justice – to be achieved by implementation of a good system. In the Islamic world 

the people think, that the Islamic system, if modern implemented, would be the best system. It is in 

practice similar to modern Western system, there are only some differences as for example the 

forbidness of interest (riba) in Economy and that fasad on the streets as Zina is not allowed. 

inner political stability – to be achieved in the Islamic world through justice among the different 

religious and ethnic groups. All rights have to be given to minorities as to majorities. 

Political independency – this comes through economical strength, this is achieved if countries in the 

region which are now divided become united (as former for example in Ottoman empire). 

Nationalism must be overcome. 
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4 T���� S�,�� �XJ�� L �9J(�� Q�)"�;�� g)$R  

��� -<  

4.1  h� g����i��� g)$R L ���)��)H�� +9$  

In politics there are analysts and decision makers. The politicians are the decision makers. The task 

of the analysts is to make the complex situation clearer and to offer clear options, between which 

the decision makers can choose. In such a way decisions are rationally and it is tried to make this 

specific decision which it is expected to have the best results. 

So each option is analyzed under different aspects. 

 

Methods and techniques are used in this process that relate to the kinds of inquiries sought: 

primary sources such as historical documents and official records, secondary sources such as 

scholarly journal articles, survey research, statistical analysis, case studies, and model building.25 

According to Chaturvedy, "...Political scientists may serve as advisers to specific politicians, or even 

run for office as politicians themselves. Political scientists can be found working in governments, in 

political parties or as civil servants. They may be involved with non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) or political movements. In a variety of capacities, people educated and 

trained in political science can add value and expertise to corporations. Private enterprises such 

as think tanks, research institutes, polling and public relations firms often employ political 

scientists."26 

One example of a think tank doing such work is RAND corporation. RAND states about its 

mission: “To help improve policy and decisionmaking through research and analysis”.27 

There are used also mathematical concepts as game theory and statistical methods. 

4.2 Task 

Through analysis the should be identified political options to improve the above mentioned 

effectiveness of society and how concrete options could be. 

Once more the mentioned aspects: 

social environment – to be improved through tarbiya/education 

political system / justice – to be achieved by implementation of a good system. In the Islamic world 

the people think, that the Islamic system, if modern implemented, would be the best system. It is in 

                                                      
 See 25science_Political/wiki/org.wikipedia.en://http 

 .4 .p. Gyan Publishing House. Political Governance ).2005. (C. J, Chaturvedy 26ISBN 8182053175See rom F. 

science_Political/wiki/org.wikipedia.en://http 

 See 27html.glance/about/org.rand.www://httpMore information about RAND see . Alex AbellaSoldiers of “ 

Reason: The RAND Corporation and the Rise of the American Empire” (2008, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

hardcover; ISBN 0-15101-081-1 / 2009, Mariner Books paperback reprint edition; ISBN 0-15603-344-5). For the 

Book review see html.01Ak03JE/East_Middle/atimes/com.atimes.www://http 
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practice similar to modern Western system, there are only some differences as for example the 

forbidness of interest (riba) in Economy and that fasad on the streets as Zina is not allowed. 

Inner political stability – to be achieved in the Islamic world through justice among the different 

religious and ethnic groups. All rights have to be given to minorities as to majorities. 

Political independency – this comes through economical strength, this is achieved if countries in the 

region which are now divided become united (as former for example in Ottoman empire). 

Nationalism must be overcome. 
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5 29 Social and Political Aspects–Foundations of Western World  

5.1 influence structures in the western systemPower and  

The western system is a democratic system in which the political power apparatus is chosen by the 

people. If the politics wants to put through a little bit in the long term, it must persuade the people 

more or less of the correctness of their course of action. Otherwise the political rulers would not be 

re-elected. The conviction of own party, the parliament and the people sometimes happens by 

propaganda and deliberate manipulation of the truth. 

Of the occupation of the state management apparatus as for example of the local offices (tax office, 

civil service and security, city hall, police, foreign office...) or news services (Federal Intelligence 

Service, protection of the constitution organs...) is not so quickly replaceable. Nevertheless, the 

guidelines are given by the political leadership in the form of laws. 

5.2 The materialist ideology is the essential component of the western 
30society 

The basic principles of the Islamic ones and those of the western culture: 

Islamic culture: is based on moral principles 

Western culture: Has as essential components the materialism and the individualism, one wants to 

get out the biggest material advantage for himself, moral values are also relevant, however, are 

moved mostly only in own society because they stand unambiguously behind the striving for the 

material profit. This is formulated of course a little bit roughly. 

It must be clear that Europe has made in the course of history through education, humanism and 

especially by removing or rolling back the influence of oppressive, irrational elements of the 

medieval church, a major advance towards the emancipation and freedom of Individuums and 

tolerant interpersonal relationships . 

Nevertheless, on the other side the God's relation, the spiritual, the on the other side-relatedness 

and also a not unimportant share of moral values have remained in the course of the younger 

European history on the distance. The moral and liberal values are more distinctive with the 

population than with the leadership (see the next segment) where a bigger pragmatism rules. To 

put through, however, above all foreign-policy decisions which are oriented though 

unambiguously in materialist principles, the politicians must bring, nevertheless, mostly a moral 

justification to persuade the population. During the last years the people are accustomed 

increasingly by extreme and raw statements to think thoughtlessly and own-addicted. Examples 

are the statements of the former German president Köhler that German economic interests must be 

also put through militarily. Another example is Sarrazin which connects the right to exist of 

Muslims in Germany with their economic use in the essentials. Besides, those are meant explicitly 

also which are born in Germany. 

                                                      
29 Mostly from Samir Mourad, „2. DIdI-Strategiepapier“, Karlsruhe, 2005. Translated to English by Silvia 

Latifa Tertag 
30 partly from Omar Asif, „Islamisches Denken“, (Script for the 1st academic year, IESH, Chateau Chinon), 

2002-2003 
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5.3 The different kinds of the leadership 

 

In every country there are the following kinds of the leadership: 

Political leadership 

Economic leadership 

Military leadership 

In the West the political leadership is superior to the others. In a military dictatorship, for example 

the military leadership is superior. 

Moreover, there is besides a leadership not equipped with material power: 

Intellectual, social guidance (author, philosophers...)31 

All kinds of leadership are to be received anxious the available system. Thus the materialist 

ideology is coined in the west or in Germany above all in the managements. 

 

5.4 western society , Difference in the collection of human rights for own

and for other socities 

 

Fundamental rights of the people in the west: 

– Observance of the human rights 

– Seperation of power 

– Equal rights of the genders 

– freedom of worship 

– freedom of speech 

– ... 

These values are strictly called for the own society, however, for other societies is accepted by the 

west that the people live in unfreedom if thereby a more financially use arises for the west. If 

human rights in other countries are called in the west, this mostly has the reason to exert political 

pressure or one searches grounds to be able to wage a war. 

 

The shown signs of the western society are shown a little bit black-and-white to lift out the central 

principles. 

                                                      
31 for Islamic societies the Islamic religious scholars show the social guidance. 
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6  Islamic World Relationship–Western World  
Friendly Relationship (Muslims in the West, Christians in Muslim Countries) – Economical 

Partnership (e.g. USA - Saudi Arabia) – Hostile Relationship (e.g. Afghanistan, Irak) 

 

6.1 , USA, Think tanks in Germany/Identification of research institutions 

which handle the topic , France and Middle East,  Great Britain

 islamic world “–tern  World „Relationship Wes 

List of centres of political studies concerning in the Middle East: 

 
al-Ahram centre for political and strategical studies Cairo 

Beirut: Carnegie Middle East Center http://carnegie-mec.org/about/?lang=en 

Expert Volker Perthes of the foundation science and politics 

Mohammed al Masri of the centre for strategical studies in the Jordanian capital of Amman 

 

Identification of actors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are a many parties involved in the relationships: 

In the Western World we have in the Europian Union for example the CDU. The USA parties are 

the Democratian and the Republician. The other western countries which are involved in the 

relationship are Russia and Israel. 

The Islamic World is involved with the following parties and countries: the Monarchs of Saudi-

Arabia, Jemen, Jordania, Quatar, Kuwait, Al-Qaida, Taliban, Hisbullah, Mustaabal, Hamas, Fath 

and the Moslem brotherhood. 

Europe + USA 

(Western 

World) 

Islamic World 
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There are different kinds of relationships: on the one hand we have the relationships between the 

Islamic world institutions and on the other hand the relationships in the western world. 

Furthermore there are relationships between the Islamic world and the western world.  

Unfortunately, there are also rival/war-relationships between the Hamas and Israel and 

furthermore between al Qaida, the Taliban and all the western world. 

The different aspects of the current relation between Muslims and a share of the non-Muslims are: 

Amicable relation (e.g., here in the west) - co-operative (economic) relation (e.g., the USA - Saudi 

Arabia with regard to Oil) - hostile relation (e.g., Afghanistan, Iraq).  

Anyway it helps at the moment nobody to fan the fire and to head for a confrontation further. 

 

6.3 atterns in Actual International PolicySome Behaviour P 

 

6.3.1  Establishment or Relationship between the West and –Steps to Occupation 

Western conform systems -other non 

 

Steps of escalation of international conflict when a weak land is planned to be occupied by other 

powerful countries: 

The president and the government of the land planned to be occupied is shown in the media like 

radio and TV as a „bad man“ or ”bad guys”. Parallel to this escalation the UN imposes sanctions. 

And the last step is done by military operation. 

The principles of the war propaganda have been shown for the first time in 1871 by the British 

diplomat Lord Ponsonby systematically. Then the following rules are valid: 

1. We have not wanted the war! 

2. Personification of the enemy 

3. Our goals are humanitarian Article One must conceal the fact that there are economic objectives 

of the war. It provides only humanitarian motives in the foreground 

4. Reports of the cruelty of the enemy 

6.3.2 Western -Establishment or Relationship between the West and other non

systemsconform  

First it is tried to eliminate the other system, if this is not possible or costs to much, a coexistence is 

accepted. 
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÷β Î) uθ èδ �ω Î) î≅ ã_ u‘ 3“u-tIøù $# ’n? tã «! $# $\/É‹Ÿ2 $ tΒuρ ßøt wΥ …çµ s9 šÏΖ ÏΒ÷σ ßϑÎ/ ∩⊂∇∪ tΑ$ s% Éb> u‘ ’ÎΤ ÷- ÝÇΡ$# $ yϑÎ/ 

Èβθ ç/ ¤‹x. ∩⊂∪ tΑ$ s% $£ϑtã 9≅‹Î=s% £ßsÎ6 óÁã‹©9 tÏΒÏ‰≈tΡ ∩⊆⊃∪ ãΝåκøEx‹ s{r' sù èπysøŠ ¢Á9$# Èd, ysø9 $$ Î/ öΝßγ≈ oΨù=yè yfsù [ !$ sVäî 4 
#Y‰÷è ç7sù ÏΘ öθs) ù=Ïj9 tÏϑÎ=≈ ©à9 $# ∩⊆⊇∪ ¢ΟèO $tΡù' t±Σ r& .ÏΒ óΟÏδÏ‰ ÷èt/ $ºΡρã�è% šÌ�yz#u ∩⊆⊄∪ $tΒ ß,Î7ó¡n@ ôÏΒ >π̈Β é& $ yγn= y_r& 

$ tΒ uρ tβρã�Ï‚ø↔tF ó¡o„ ∩⊆⊂∪ §ΝèO $uΖ ù=y™ö‘r& $oΨ n= ß™â‘ # u-øIs? ( ¨≅ä. $tΒ u !%ỳ Zπ ¨Β é& $oλ é;θß™§‘ çνθç/ ¤‹x. 4 $ oΨ ÷èt7ø? r' sù Νåκ |Õ÷è t/ $ VÒ ÷èt/ 

öΝßγ≈ oΨù= yèy_ uρ y]ƒ ÏŠ%tn r& 4 #Y‰ ÷è ç7sù 5Θ öθs) Ïj9 �ω tβθ ãΖÏΒ ÷σ ãƒ ∩⊆⊆∪ §ΝèO $ uΖù=y™ö‘r& 4†y›θ ãΒ çν$yz r&uρ tβρ ã�≈ yδ $ uΖÏG≈tƒ$t↔ Î/ 

9≈sÜù= ß™uρ AÎ7•Β ∩⊆∈∪ 4’n< Î) šχöθ tã ö�Ïù Ïµ'ƒ Z∼tΒ uρ (#ρç-y9õ3tFó™ $$sù (#θçΡ%x. uρ $ ·Βöθ s% t,Î!$ tã ∩⊆∉∪ (#þθä9$ s)sù ßÏΒ ÷σçΡ r& È øu- |³t6 Ï9 

$ uΖ Î=÷WÏΒ $ yϑßγãΒ öθ s%uρ $ uΖs9 tβρß‰ Î7≈ tã ∩⊆∠∪ $yϑèδθ ç/¤‹s3sù (#θ çΡ%s3sù š∅ ÏΒ tÅ3n=ôγßϑø9 $# ∩⊆∇∪ ô‰ s)s9 uρ $ oΨ ÷A s?#u  y›θãΒ 
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|=≈tG Å3ø9 $# óΟßγ ¯=yè s9 tβρß‰tG öκ u‰ ∩⊆∪ $uΖ ù=yè y_uρ t ø⌠$# zΝtƒ óPtΒ ÿ…çµ̈Β é&uρ Zπ tƒ#u !$ yϑßγ≈oΨ ÷ƒ uρ#u uρ 4’n< Î) ;ο uθö/ u‘ ÏN#sŒ 9‘#t�s% &Ïè tΒ uρ 

∩∈⊃∪  

  
 ��
� ~ 6�(
�� e� ��
�� Ê�>� F 
7��: � ������ ��� @X � U:
>� @M� 6��� U��: ? S�T �/� RX� 9R�� �.b BR� 
�����

�+��>�. 

7.1.3 ]��1(��� 9E n�.�� +��7�� 

�a
0 @���� �
]2(  � f0�g� f� ������ f�
�� 
v ��� ~ CR:��� @/�#� G+
�\� 	�
�� u
��
2`2� u
�^ e
k�\: P
2X F
� Q.  

7.2 �� S�,�� '�6 n9$J� 
� n9$J`� gE�P�)$����� ��$*�,� L n�o�� 4� ���;H5 � �)��)� Q��5�H� T� 

 ��>� -`�  �� Nhg� W-#3� S�: �/\�� -#3� �R#4 @����  +�� �
]�  � ��*#( jnX Ë
�2� �
\�
�

�� �� ��4b�M� �
+Ì�RAR( nX Ë.  

 

~
�� 9RM+:  

* $ pκš‰r' ¯≈tƒ tÏ% ©!$# (#θãΨ tΒ#u Ÿω (#ρ ä‹Ï‚ −G s? yŠθ åκ u*ø9 $# #“t�≈ |Á̈Ζ9$#uρ u !$u‹Ï9 ÷ρr& ¢ öΝåκ ÝÕ÷è t/ â !$uŠ Ï9 ÷ρr& <Ù÷è t/ 4 tΒ uρ Νçλ°; uθ tGtƒ öΝä3ΖÏiΒ 

…çµ ¯Ρ Î* sù öΝåκ÷] ÏΒ 3 ¨β Î) ©!$# Ÿω “Ï‰ ôγ tƒ tΠ öθ s)ø9 $# tÏϑÎ=≈©à9$# ∩∈⊇∪ “u-tIsù zƒ Ï% ©!$# ’Îû ΝÎγ Î/θ è=è% ÖÚt�̈Β šχθãã Ì�≈|¡ç„ öΝÍκ*Ïù 

tβθ ä9θà) tƒ #ý øƒ wΥ β r& $oΨ t7AÅÁ è? ×ο t�Í← !#yŠ 4 |¤ yè sù ª!$# βr& u’ ÎAù' tƒ Ëx÷Fx# ø9$$ Î/ ÷ρr& 9�øΒ r& ôÏiΒ  ÍνÏ‰ΨÏã (#θßs Î7óÁ ã‹sù 4’ n?tã !$ tΒ 

(#ρ•-|  r& þ’ Îû öΝÍκ Å¦à#Ρr& šÏΒ Ï‰≈tΡ ∩∈⊄∪ ãΑθ à)tƒ uρ tÏ% ©!$# (#þθ ãΖ tΒ#u ÏIωàσ ¯≈ yδr& tÏ% ©!$# (#θ ßϑ|¡ø%r& «!$$ Î/ y‰ ôγy_ öΝÍκÈ]≈yϑ÷ƒ r&   

öΝåκ̈ΞÎ) öΝä3yè pRmQ 4 ôMsÜÎ6 ym öΝßγè=≈ yϑôã r& (#θ ßst7ô¹r' sù tÎ-Å£≈ yz ∩∈⊂∪ 
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7.2.1  Q��}�� ��" f��5:51-56 

Nhg� 9
�: 33  
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�� 

,6Z�� S��� C�
>:  � ;�
K� ~� 9R�� ? S�T ? U��: 6��� =F
�� �$5 §� iR:  � ,���l U�  � 

673�$ °J`� Nn� 6{  � �>: ?  � ¼�5 =67���0 ~� 9R�� ? S�T ? U��: ,6��� 5h�� ~� ? ~�� U�R��  � 

,673�$ 9
�� :
+ 9R�� ,? 5±h�5 ~� ? ~�� U�R�� �  ,673�$ ~R�5� ? U�R��� ,f2�'(� 5��5�  � )�$ 

�
½3°I� 67\+��� !U�30 B� �>: ?  � ¼�5 ;��4 �
+Ì B"C��
(:" … $ pκ š‰r' ¯≈tƒ tÏ%©!$# (#θ ãΨ tΒ#u Ÿω (#ρä‹Ï‚−G s? yŠθ åκu*ø9$# 

#“t�≈|Á ¨Ζ9$#uρ u !$ u‹Ï9 ÷ρr& ¢ öΝåκÝÕ ÷èt/ â !$ uŠ Ï9 ÷ρr& <Ù÷èt/  ≈�R� ~  UtΒ uρ… ¤Αuθ tGtƒ ©! $# …ã&s!θ ß™u‘uρ t Ï% ©!$# uρ (#θ ãΖ tΒ#u ¨β Î*sù 

z> ÷“ Ïm «!$# ÞΟèδ tβθç7Î=≈tó ø9 $# ∩∈∉∪ ≈ ("34 

7.2.2 &'�2�� 

9
� R�5 �3�=���Q �� �
+Ì 9��2� c#� 9R$ �
�Ì ��� j��Q ��� Nhg�  :eRK��  � 9RM� B m�Q 
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3�$� S�: JX5 F
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>�� �$
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�. ����� ��+�� ����� ��+�� -� e�
$ F
� F
� o��4� �:
AzÀ��T -� H� )�Å o��4� �� S�: W.  

f�4
g+���  � C�K2� P��� 6ZR. e��� e�
$ F
� ��4
/`�� ������ �0�l ;:
A� .  

                                                      
33  ��->� @�Kw>� 9
� 
/� J��� �+�$  
34  Dies berichtete Tabari im Tafsir zu 5:51 
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